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XtoYsoft Blu-ray to AVI Ripper is a professional software.  this Blu-ray to AVI Converter can
remove almost all Blu-ray copy protections to convert any Blu-ray to AVI format that can be
played on computers, Blackberry and ARCHOS with amazing fast speed and excellent
quality.

Decrypt any encrypted Blu-ray
Convert any Blu-ray to AVI
Free and professional customization

Key features

Convert any Blu-ray
XtoYsoft Blu-ray to AVI Ripper can remove all known AACS copy protections, all known BD+
copy protections, Region Code, BD-Live, UOPs and MKB V23 so as to convert any Blu-ray.

Convert from many sources
It can convert Blu-ray content from Blu-ray disc, from folder and ISO image file on the PC.

Output AVI files
Convert Blu-ray to AVI-H264 and AVI-XviD compatible with most popular multimedia players.

Control subtitles and audio track
You can choose many languages for the subtitles, and any audio track you like. You can also
choose to display only forced subpicture according to your specific requirement.

Set the interface
The interface is easy to understand and smooth to operate, yet it can be also set to suit you.

Amazing converting speed
Batch conversion, multi-core CPUs and the newest NVIDIA CUDA are all supported, no doubt
the converting speed is amazingly fast.

Convenient operation
Optimized and preset supported profiles make it easy to choose with no changing; real time
title preview can help you set; you can view the detail converting progress; built-in codec will
ensure you green operation environment.

System Requirements

Basic
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Windows 7/Vista/XP (32-bit/64-bit)
Pentium II 500 MHz
512 MB of RAM
50 GB of Free Hard Disk Space
A Blu-ray Drive
Internet Connection

Recommended

Windows 7/Vista/XP (32-bit/64-bit)
Core 2 Quad and above
2 GB of RAM
50 GB of Free Hard Disk Space
NVidia GeForce GTX 260 and above
A Blu-ray Drive
Internet Connection
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